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Abstract— These days multiple people prefer paying 

electricity bills online over the conventional method of going 

into payment offices .Now a day’s billing process has become 

online but for particular once. In this work we analyze the 

units consume by the customers and auto generate the bills on 

the LCD screen and send SMS to the customer as well as the 

electricity board. GSM based energy meter installs easily and 

provides benefit to both energy provider and customer. 

Whenever any kind of fault occurs it indicates to the 

customer. Customer can inform to the company then energy 

Provider Company can cut the power easily by sending the 

SMS to that particular ID number which is connected to the 

SIM number. The statistical load used and profile help the 

customer to manage their energy consumption. This helps 

them to reduce their outstanding dues. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The project needs a Arduino microcontroller, energy meter, 

GSM modem, LCD screen for through which we can be able 

to send a message to the consumers mobile number. The pulse 

from the reading is given to the microcontroller which will 

further help us to calculate the monthly bill of the consumers 

and then automatically send the command to the GSM 

module to send a message to the electricity office and then on 

the consumers mobile phone. 

The main motive to design this is to create an 

automatic system to generate electricity bill. The complete 

system will keep on monitoring the electric bill and the 

microcontroller unit will be used to keep record of all the 

units. As the month will be completed the total units 

consumed will be calculated and accordingly the bill is auto 

generated and displayed on LCD also an SMS can be sent to 

the electricity board as well as consumer describing the 

amount of the bill. At the end of the month a predefined 

message send by electricity department to GSM modem 

attached with energy meter. Then GSM modem connected 

with meter replied a message which contains total number of 

unit consumed and calculated amount to the electricity 

department. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In literature, different approaches are reported for the 

automated electric meters through different point of view. 

Here, in this section, we are summarizing few of the 

approaches related to the automated electric meter. 

Prof. S.R.Kurkute, Gopal Girase, Prashant Patil, 

Automatic Energy Meter Reading system (AEMR) regularly 

read the energy meter and calculate total amount of bill at the 

set dead line and sends the message to service provider. From 

energy meter received data i.e. user name, meter ID, total 

units with paying amount this message maintained at 

database server which located at service provider department. 

By using this system save the time required for conventional 

billing system and minimized human work load. User and 

service provider both are get correct reading and bill amount. 

AEMR System can provide message at hourly, daily and 

monthly by the request. This technology reduced the man 

power, reading collection time, theft of electricity also avoids 

late bill payment. By apply this system data security improve. 

And improve customer and service provider services. Due to 

this system service provider quickly find out illegal and late 

bill paying customer by accessing database. So GSM based 

AEMR system is more efficient that conventional billing 

system. Keywords: Digital Energy meter, GSM module, 

RTC, Microcontroller, PC, etc 

III. COMPONENTS 

A. Arduino IDE 

Arduino is an open source prototyping based on easy to use 

software/hardware programming platform based around 

Atmel microcontrollers. Arduino boards are able to read input 

and turn it into an output which are both anolog and digital in 

nature. Over the years, Arduino has been the brain of 

thousands of processing module from everyday objects to 

complex scientific instruments a worldwide community of 

project makers students, artists, programmers, professionals 

has gather around this open source prototyping 

software/hardware platform. The arduino project provides an 

Integrated Development Environment (IDE) based on a 

programming language which also supports the language C 

and C++. 

B. Energy Meter 

Energy meter are classified into two ways digital and anolog. 

Over year ago, an anolog meter have used where the 

probability of errors is most and the fault tolerance is less. 

Energy meter have been prototyped in such a way that it 

calculates taxes and tariff rates, unit price, maximum and 

minimum load which demands DC and stores all these 

dynamic values in nonvolatile memory EEPROM. 

C. GSM Module 

GSM Module or a GPRS module is a chip or circuit that is 

used to establish communication between a mobile device or 

a computing machine and a GSM or GPRS system. A GSM 

module has a serial Bluetooth or USB connection or it can be 

a mobile device that provides GSM module capabilities. 

D. LCD Display 

A liquid crystal display (LCD) is an eight segment display 

which has two registers namely command and data. LCD is a 

thin flat display number of color or monochrome pixels. 

Command register stores command instructions whereas 

Data registers stores the data that to be displayed on the LCD. 
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IV. WORK FLOW 

 
 The project requires a GSM Modem, microcontroller and 

static energy meter to automatically send a message to 

the customer's mobile avoiding manual billing. 

 The pulses from the load are given to the microcontroller 

which counts them, calculates the bill and gives the 

command automatically to the GSM Modem to send a 

message to the customer's mobile and billing office. 

V. ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE 

A. Advantage 

 Manual efforts can be reduced. 

 Electric system can be quickly monitored. 

 Fault tolerance can be reduced. 

 Automated electric meters can provide fast, exact 

measurements of electricity. 

B. Disadvantage 

 Management and storage of large quantity of data is quite 

difficult. 

 Management of public reaction and customers 

acceptance for the new meters. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Electric metering through GSM, energy meter are easy for 

installation and provides benefit to both energy Provider and 

Customer. Whenever fault occurs it indicates to the customer. 

Then customer can inform to the company then energy 

Provider Company can cut the power easily by sending the 

SMS to that particular ID number which is connected to the 

SIM number. The statistical load used and profile help the 

customer to manage their energy consumption. This helps 

them to reduce their outstanding dues. 
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